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Subclass 3F.L Only 2 3F locos were made, both preserved, with LMS 4-6-2T no. 5464 the first, one of two built, and 4-6-2T no. 5909 the
second, the first with 4-6-2T plates and the second with BR Black. Both locos were based on the original LMS built loco and were built by
the LMS themselves. Both have LMS (later BR) plates and are unmodified. The only alterations in the build have been: replacement of the
original cab and workshed with new designed ones; metal wheels from an ex BR no. 4614 (presumed to have been at the time ex LMS
2-6-4T no. 3137, used by British Railways as a spare) with paulownia wood ones; replacement of the original brake cylinders with the
same from a BR brake van 4-6-2 no. 4752. No. 5464 In 1965, when the LMS was looking for a replacement for the 0-6-0TT Jinty for
mainline use, the Port of Liverpool and the firm of William Roberts wanted to build a new locomotive. At the same time William Roberts
also had plans to take over the Euston to Glasgow services. However, the company was about to be wound up as a going concern as part of
the Beeching cuts in the mid-1960s, and Liverpool Docks were about to be closed, and so Roberts decided not to continue with the design.
Instead he decided to offer to build the new locomotive at a knockdown price, and to use the same components and parts as the Jinty. The
original LMS design was based on the design of the West Country & North Wales railmotors designed for the Port of Liverpool, and
specifically for the overhead electric lines that were to be laid across the Liverpool docks. The loco would be fitted with paulownia wood
bodies, and a curved steel cab and fitted with BR light blue front and running boards. At the time the LB&SCR sub-sidiary London
Midland & Scottish Railway was looking to increase its freight service on the Birmingham to Glasgow route. It offered to take a
locomotive off the BR roster if Liverpool Docks should close, and so Roberts offered to deliver the loco to the LMS, and to move the loco
and
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RailSim.org . I am very much looking forward to making a set of 70's BR matched with the LMS for the Bill Weaver model that I have
here in the latest progress photos. Picture/View Trevor Gilbert, (Linford Station)28, 2005. . 1995 Databooks Ltd. LMS - Tonbridge works
(c. 1990s). A.J. Summerfield (West Country version): BR - Royd's Book of Practice Book LMS 0-6-0T 3F West Somerset. 118. 136,
1970. 2nd July, 2014,I have taken my search for LMS Jinty loco to the internet,I will be just back from all day railtour and when i return i
will add my results to this page,but first here are the results from the internet,and some not so great websites,I have tried to weed out the
cheaper imitations. There are at least five different manufacturers of locos,they range from about £7.95 -£44.95.of course the cheaper the
better,but if you are going to buy one of these put some of it to good use and get the biggest.I have tried to eliminate the cheaper
imitations,but you will notice that there are still some that have been sold,and I do not want these included.The following are the result of
my search for the LMS Jinty loco,I have tried to cover all the manufactures and all the types of loco. ·West Country, ·West Country Trials,
·Diamond, ·Gold, ·Goldwell ·Diamond is a relatively big name,and I have not found any West Country Trials.Diamond has made many
good locos,but these are not the type I am looking for.D in my opinion the best locos on the market today are Goldwell and West Country
Trials.I am sure someone has a stock of Diamond locos,but these are not what I want, and there is no such thing as West Country Trials,as
far as i am aware.I wish Diamond the best of luck,they were one of the first manufacturers of this type of loco,but these are not the ones I
am looking for. West Country Trials LMS Class 3F Jinty Loco (Donaldson) 2121:70. 2nd July,2014,Databooks Ltd. A.J. Summerfield (
2d92ce491b
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